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This picture has the power to
keep you captivated. The color
concept gives a clear vibe of
the SAMURAI TEMPLE
amidst the beautiful sunset.

Rittam Gupta

And here comes the most
adorable deity of our culture
LORD GANESHA. He is
known for his wit and
intelligence !! Also look at
that rat gorging on the
modak. Now that‟s certainly
making us all drool.
Aaryan Yadav
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An amazing art known as
zentangle, a form of doodling
is in this picture which is
created in monochromatic
color theme. And it clearly
shows that it‟s the dedication
that matters and not the
amount
of
resources
available.
Prabhal Chaudhary

What a beautiful picture by
Aaryan Yadav . Observe
closely and you will see
there are 2 animals in this
picture . The beautiful
amalgamation of peacock and
fish . Incredible piece of art.
Aaryan Yadav
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Such a creative way to
create a horse with this
wordart . Vedank kothari
the creator of this picture
has invested many thoughts
in just one frame and its
indeed one of a kind piece
of art.
Vedank Kothari

What a beautiful picture by
Hritvi Rajpal . The blue
clouds look beautiful in the
on a bright skyline. And the
the outlinings of the clouds
look beautiful too.
Hritvi Rajpal
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What an amazing thought of
saving the planet. The earth
looks beautiful in the picture.
However, the earth is no
longer the same in reality but,
we can still make it beautiful
Prabhamani

Say no to ivory poaching. This
is rarest thought anyone has
put down on paper . Luckily ,
Aaryan Yadav thought of this
and made a beautiful poster of
say no to ivory poaching.
Aaryan Yadav
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If we are suffering from
Corona virus then the earth is
also suffering from Corona
virus . The thought and the
logic is so correct .
The earth itself is wearing a
mask and is saying save me . A
very thoughtful.
Anaye Kashyap

Inspired by the beautiful
night. A sky clustered with
stars brings such sooth and
treat to ones eyes.
Hritvi
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Duck tales!!!! Isn‟t this an
all time favorite of every
generation. And oh I am so
tempted now to watch an
episode now looking at this
picture.
Kenisha Khurana

Oh! Look at this cute cloud.
It is in deep slumber and
how! And I so wish if clouds
could only pour down
colorful rain drops.
Hritvi Rajpal
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LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL. Yes,
life is indeed beautiful and
we must live it to the fullest.
Happy times, rough times
every thing will pass but we
should make the most out of
this incredible gift of nature.
Very Powerful
Hritvi Rajpal

The
dark
night
has
overlapped every nook and
cranny of this world but the
colourful sky still brings so
much hope!!
Hrtivi Rajpal
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And this is an illusion!! A
river flowing down the
valley or a lake carrying the
reflections of snow covered
mountains. I can really see
so much. What do you
see??
Faiza Naqvi

What a powerful picture!
People worship Ganapathi
bappa and is so much alike an
elephant. We should also treat
our animals well otherwise
any kind of Pooja will hold
no meaning.
Faiza Naqvi
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A small picture carrying so
much. The doodling looks
so beautiful . There are
different characters in this
picture.
Vedank Kothari

Trees are the main source of
oxygen we must plant as
much trees as possible and
also save the forests from
cutting and burning
Vedank Kothari
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This picture is reminding me
so much of the beach and
breeze. And when are we
going to experience this
feeling once again!!!
A pencil shaded art looks so
amazing.
Shubansh Singal .

Its said that a day dreamer
lives in a different world and
that‟s exactly what we see
here. The moon swing
having our back and how I
wish this turns to reality
some day.
Aanya Dabral.
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POETRY
IMAGINATION

THE RAINDROP
Pitter, patter raindrop, falling
from the sky,
The beautiful rainbow disappearing, in
the blink of an eye.
Pelting, hammering, raindrop, soaking
yards and roads,
In the light of the day, the rain is going
away.
Ananya David
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THE BRAIN
The brain,
Dipped in the water of rain,
Or I must have left it in the train,

And then I saw a crane,
The crane took me to the plane and then I
was sitting on a unicorn’s mane,
I know I sound insane,
The anxiety was running in my veins,
And then I snapped from my memory
lane,
And this got me back my brain.
Hritvi Rajpal
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MY FRIEND AND I WENT TO A
MALL
My friend and I went to a mall,
The building was so small, that we literally had
to crawl,
Do you think it was nice?
Under my foot there were lots of mice,

Do you think it was fun?
There was no sun.
And then somebody pointed a gun,
We couldn’t even run.

LOCKDOWN

Hritvi Rajpal

Everyone’s home
Because leaders have said not to roam,
The world is in lockdown
So, the pollution level has come down
Ministers are tensed
All the containment zones are fenced,
The world is in lockdown
So, the world economy is dropping down.
Ayush Kumar
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COVID-19
The disease of 2019 is Covid-19
No one is safe, whether old or teen,
It is spread in most of the world
All the leaders are now concerned
It started from Wuhan
Everyone is at home, be it Akshay Kumar or
Shahrukh Khan,
No one is seen in the playground
As all the countries are in lockdown.
Over 4 lakh people have died
Many families have cried,
Over 30 lakh people are cured
But still, everyone is insecure.
Many vaccines have been tried
But still, everyone is inside,
Over 70 lakh people have been infected
Millions of people have been tested.
Everyone should wear a face mask
Because this is not a tough task,
Wash your hands often
And cancel all your trips to foreign.
Stay safe at home, and don’t roam.

Ayush Kumar
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Dream To Go To Space
I want to go to space
See things that I wouldn’t forget,
Go chasing a shooting star,
That I wouldn’t get.

Seeing planets with rings
Getting a closer look of the sun,
Watching it burn,
Ready to run.
To spend a day on the moon
Is more like a dream,
Feeling like a super hero
And seeing the stars gleam.
Going to planets with magical history
And try to find its mystery,
Explore space with all its worth
And then come back to our planet Earth.
Kartikeeya Awasthi,
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DREAMS OF A DAY DREAMER
It was another morning in a village,
Even the girls wanted to go to a college.
Even in the girls’ school,
The teacher used to be really churl.
Here, a girl is daydreaming,
And her heart was screaming.
She wanted the freedom of equal rights,
And wanted to touch the skies.
But for her it was too late,
Her parents had already defined her fate.
Henna was already applied on her beautiful
hands,
She couldn’t even take her own stands.
In this race of wealth and fame,
She even lost her own name.
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Hritvi Rajpal
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WHAT’S IN MY BAG
A student’s lifeline is a bag .
Wherever they go it is a thing to drag .
It is not just for books and pencil case .
It is a student’s own personal space .
But sometimes a bag .
Becomes a grain sack .
A book and some English notes .
Or circulars that turns into paper boats.
The best time in the school is when we
take a nap .
Our bench become our bed within a
snap.
The school bag is a goods carrier .
To dump things in it has an endless
barrier.
It is a treasure chest precious than jewels .
Because it has memories of our own dear
school.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Help us stop climate change,
To save our mountain range,
Don’t pollute your mother land,
With your own hand
People are asking for a boon
To go to the moon,
People are thinking of going to Mars,
As here, there are many cars.
Nations are suffering from great loses,
No one knows the causes,
People are dying everywhere,
Clean air is nowhere.
Planting trees is the only solution,
To stop this dangerous pollution.
Let’s become an inspiration
By curbing pollution for our future generation.
Help us stop this drastic climate changes,
To save our mountain ranges.
Ayush kumar
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STARRY NIGHT
Mellow and Radiant Nights
Crescent Moon
Dancing Stars
Whispering breeze

Loved by everyone
Pray hard
Stay calm
Tomorrow, will be

A wonderful day!

Aananya David
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सपनोँ का सॊसार है घर सबसे प्यारा
मेरा घर
सपनोँ का सॊसार है घर सबसे प्यारा मेरा घर
घर में रहते मम्मी - पापा
दीदी - भैय्या, दादी - दादा
सपनोँ का सॊसार है घर सबसे प्यारा मेरा घर
घर के अॊदर एक झरोखा
जिससे आये पवन का झोका
घर के बाहर एक बगीचा
जिसको माऱी काका ने हैं सीॊचा
तरह तरह के फूऱ उगाए
फूऱॉ ू की खुशबू घर मेह्काय
जिनमैं तततऱी उड़ उड़ आये
सपनोँ का सॊसार है घर सबसे प्यारा मेरा

Kartikeeya
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Vedank Kothari
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THE PLUM TREEE
Once upon a time in the land of hills,
there lived a merchant who traded
honey. When his daughter turned ten,
the merchant‟s wife died. He married
again. The stepmother pretended to
be very kind to the daughter, but
when the merchant was not around,
she turned from kind to evil.
One-day, the merchant had to go to a
distant land to trade his goods and
asked his wife to take care of his
loving daughter. The stepmother said,
“Don‟t worry. I‟ll take good care of
her.” However, as soon as the father
went, she showed her true colors. She
made the child do all the household
chores from morning till night and
scolded her a lot. Many a times, she
had to sleep on an empty stomach.
She cried and prayed for her father to
come back soon Weeks later, one day
she overheard her stepmother talking
to a relative about merchants who
will return in a month or two.”. As
usual, she finished all her work on
time but the stepmother said, “It‟s too
early to take rest, so go and get some
firewood from the jungle”. It was
almost going to be dark and she was
afraid to go alone but she didn‟t have
the guts to say no to her stepmother.
She hurried to the jungle and

collected firewood, which would last
for a few days. When she was about
to return home, she heard the roaring
sound of a tiger. With the bundle of
firewood on her head, she started to
run towards the village but when she
was about to reach her village, she
was eaten by the tiger. She died and
was completely eaten up by the tiger
and from a single bone of hers, grew
a big plum tree full of fruits She
hurried to the jungle and collected
firewood, which would last for a few
days. When she was about to return
home, she heard the roaring sound of
a tiger. With the bundle of firewood
on her head, she started to run
towards the village but when she was
about to reach her village, she was
eaten by the tiger
. With the bundle of firewood on her
head, she started to run towards the
village but when she was about to
reach her village, she was eaten by
the tiger. She died and was
completely eaten up by the tiger and
from a single bone of hers, grew a big
plum tree full of fruits Months later,
on a sunny day, a merchant was
walking towards his village and on
his way he saw the big plum tree
which he found very beautiful.
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He was tired and decided to take rest
for some time. He felt so good that
his tiredness disappeared and cold
breeze started blowing on his face.
Within seconds, he felt hungry and
had a thought of rushing home. But,
surprisingly, the fruits fell from the
big tree. They looked so tempting
that he couldn‟t hold his horses.
While eating the fruits, he
remembered his daughter who loved
plums. He picked a few of them for
his daughter and reached home
before it got dark. From the gate
itself, he started calling his daughter.
He said, “Dear, I am home with your
favourite fruits”. Hearing her
husband‟s voice, the stepmother
pretended to cry. Hearing her cry,
the merchant asked her, “Where is
my daughter?” She replied while
crying, “Our daughter was attacked
by a tiger while she went to collect
flowers for the prayers”. She told a
lie that she tried to stop her but that
she didn‟t listen at all.
The merchant was devastated and
was in tears. That night, in his
dream, he saw his daughter and she
told him everything about what
happened to her in his absence. Next
morning, he scolded his wife and
chased her away with a curse.

With a tearful eye, he went near the
big plum tree and embraced her,
“My dear, it is my fault that I left
you with your cruel mean
stepmother. How will I live without
you? I am all alone now”. Hearing
the merchant‟s cries, the plum tree
said, “Father, I can‟t come back
again but please don‟t be sad.
Come here whenever you miss me, I
will always be your daughter.”
As the time passed, the merchant
collected seeds of the ripe plum fruit
and started a plum plantation. The
small hill was full of plum trees,
which gave red juicy plum fruits.
Many villagers came here to collect
the fruits and made jam, jelly and
pickle out of it. Very soon, that
village became very popular for
plum products and was well known
in faraway lands too.
The poor farmers of that village
became rich traders and they all
thanked the merchant for planting so
many plum trees and remembered
his daughter Eva. Today, the people
of the village consider plum as their
sacred fruit.

Ananya David,
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ARTICLE ON RASICM
Racism is the belief against groups of humans who are
treated differently from others in terms of their abilities or
qualities. People of that race possess different region,
different religious beliefs, physical appearance, skin color
and language. It includes prejudice, discrimination or
hatred directed against a group of people or a person on
the basis of their colour, ethnicity or national origin. It is
illegal and a crime to treat people differently because of
their race and culture. It is wrong because it might cause
them psychological harm. If it happens to you, rememberno one has the right to make you feel bad or abuse you.
So, we must start speaking out about racism and racial
bullying. Our views and beliefs develop as we grow up
and are influenced by our surroundings like our family,
neighbourhood and our schools or what we read and
watch on television. So, we must learn their cultures and
nationalities to raise awareness about racism. We should
treat people kindly and with respect and should not judge
people negatively or see them as inferior beings
.
Faiza Naqvi
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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
Experience of being an editor and compiling things together: - It was
an outstanding experience for me. I enjoyed a lot performing this key
role for my class. I got to know more about my classmates and their
capabilities while doing this. I got to know about some of my own
abilities too because of this opportunity. For instance, I recently realized
my potential of framing interesting stories. I was lucky enough to have
Ms.Vrinda Guleriya as my class teacher as she always understood her
students well. She kept on reminding the students about giving their
contributions for the E-magazine. I also got to know my team
members, who are also my classmates, in a better manner. I look
forward to many activities like these in the future.

Editor- Ayush Kumar
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EXPERIENCE OF BEING AN
EDITOR COMPILING THINGS
TOGRTHER
Opportunity helps us to learn new things and to grow further. I had lots of fun editing the
magazine for my class. Though it was for the first time I was editing a magazine, but I
was really excited to get this opportunity. However, I was wondering if I would be able
to meet the expectations of my teachers and my friends, who had shown trust and
thought that I was worthy of being a student editor. I got to know much more about my
classmates while interacting with them regarding their contributions. During the
lockdown, it was an additional activity for me, which was really interesting and which
gave me ample opportunity to interact with my teachers and friends, which I was
missing.
I would also like to thank my teacher, Ms Vrinda Guleriya, for giving me this
opportunity. Aspecial thanks to all the team members - Aanya Dabral, Aanyae Kashap,
Jiya Gautam, Prabal Choudary and Vedank Kothari for their support and for delivering
the contributions in a timely manner to Vrinda Ma‟am. I look forward to see the
compilations of my group in the E-magazine.

Agam Chopra
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EXPERIENCE OF BEING AN
EDITOR AND COMPILING
THINGS TOGETHER:
My first experience of being an editor was amazing but was also tough at
the same time. The tough part was to change the short beautiful story that
was written by Ananya David from present to past form! But the work of
compiling the work and checking things such as punctuation and spelling
was the most fun part. I even thank all my teammates for sharing such
beautiful contributions to me. I am very happy to have a responsibility of an
e- magazine editor.

Rittam Gupta
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CONTRIBUTIONS IN
ACTION
.

Here is a picture
from hritvi‟s desk .
Looks like hritvi is
completing one of
her contributions

Here a picture
from the editors
desk . Looks like
editor rittam gupta
is compiling the
contributions
together .
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Here is a picture what
VedankKothari is creating.
It looks that he is having a
lot of in his mind so that
he can complete his poem

Here is a picture of
AaryanYadav creating
a painting. Thought
the painting is not
completed but it looks
amazing
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The title of the magazine
„skillora‟ is hidden in this
picture. It is aaryan yadav
playing his casio . Well all
the students 6A come in
this category „skillora‟

The e-magazine editor
Agam Chopra looks very
relaxed in his bathtub and
trying to beat the heat in
this lockdown . We should
be smiling in these days like
him.
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This is known as a delicious dessert .
I am sure your mouth must be
watering with this sweeet made by
E-magazine Editor
Agam Chopra

MAGAZINE DESIGNED BY:HRITVI RAJPAL, AANYA DABRAL & KOPPULA
PRABHAMANI

